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this essay Modleski pays close attention to the women who worked
with Hitchcock, not just Alma Reville, his wife, but others such as
the screenwriter Joan Harrison.
24. http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/rape
25. For an excellent discussion of blankness in Mamie and other
works, see Susan White, "A Surface Collaboration: Hitchcock and
Performance," A Companion to Alfred Hitchcock, 181-98.

RICHARD ALLEN

Hitchcock and the Wandering Woman:
The Influence of Italian Art Cinema
on The Birds
In this paper I will examine how Hitchcock's encounter
with Italian art cinema helped to shape his film The Birds
(1963), and I will pay particular attention to the influence of
Michelangelo Antonioni's film L'Awentura (The Adventure,
1960). In the early 1960s, Hitchcock was highly aware of his
status in the eyes of the French critics as a preeminent auteur,
since they had been engaging in conversation with him and
writing (mostly) laudatory articles ever since he made To
Catch a Thief (I955).1 Furthermore, Hitchcock had just made an
unprecedented critical and commercial hit in Psycho (1960).
He was at the apex of both Ms reputation and success, and yet
these came at the very moment that he was challenged and
provoked by the remarkable and rapid developments taking
place in European art cinema. The Birds was conceived by
Hitchcock in part as a response to this challenge, a work that
would at once continue his commercial success and confirm
his status as an auteur on a par with the European directors
he so admired. Hitchcock engaged with art cinema to inspire
his creativity and sustain his critical reputation.
There is ample evidence that Hitchcock did watch
European art cinema, especially Italian films, over a long
period of time, and specifically during the making of The
Birds. His biographer Patrick McGilligan writes that
"Hitchcock's love for Italy was genuine; and he kept up with
the postwar cinema there."2 Hitchcock was a particular
admirer of De Sica's Bicycle Thieves (1948). According to
Robert Kapsis, his notebook for the early summer of 1961, as
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he was preparing to make The Birds, records that Hitchcock
viewed several European art films: Bergman's The Virgin
Spring (1960) and The Magician (1958), Godard's Breathless
(1960), and most importantly for my argument, L'Awentura?
Hitchcock makes an unusually explicit reference to Italian
Cinema in The Birds when Lydia Brenner (Jessica Tandy)
makes disparaging reference to the news stories of Melanie
Daniels (Tippi Hedren) cavorting naked in a fountain in
Rome. The reference here is very clearly to Anita Ekberg's
exploits in the Trevi Fountain in La Dolce Vita (Fellini, 1960)
but what is evoked here is not simply Fellini's film, but the
entire cultural imaginary of Italian movies, Italian
sophistication, sexuality, and style at the cusp of the 1960s.4
After making The Birds Hitchcock would record his
admiration for Antonioni by exclaiming to Howard Fast,
having just seen Blow-Up (1966), that "These Italian directors
are a century ahead of me in terms of technique!"5 In the
mid-1960s he collaborated with the great Italian scriptwriting team of Age and Scarpelli (Agenore Incrocci and
Furio Scarpelli) on a caper movie set among Italian
immigrants in New York called R.R.R.R., though the movie
never got off the ground. Also, via Peggy Robertson, he
contacted the writer of Bicycle Thieves, Cesare Zavattini, to
work on the script of what would become Torn Curtain
(1966), but decided against working on two long-distance
collaborations at once.6
Hitchcock's attempt to reactivate his career through
absorbing the influence of art cinema needs to be understood
within the broader context of his early development as a film
director and his own subsequent practice. In his twenties,
when working as an assistant director for Graham Cutts,
Hitchcock had the opportunity to watch the major German
directors of the period at work, including Fritz Lang and F.W.
Murnau. Hitchcock rightly perceived German directors to be
at the cutting edge of story-telling in film, in the way they
sought to narrate through "pure cinema" or images alone,
and their influence proved decisive on Hitchcock's own
approach to narrative technique as well as his treatment of

human sexuality on screen. Now in the 1960s, having made a
string of films that many have come to regard as his best
work, Hitchcock turned once more to developments in
European cinema in order to justify his reputation as a great
auteur, for he believed that European cinema was again at the
cutting edge of film art. It is as if, relatively late in his career,
Hitchcock sought to recapture the innovation that inspired
the creativity of his youth. It is surely not incidental in this
context that The Birds was also directly inspired by the story
and situation of F.W. Murnau's Sunrise (1927), a film that
transposes the aesthetic preoccupations of Weimar cinema to
Hollywood.7 In both films, a woman of the city descends upon
a village to seduce a man who lives with his family by the
water, and both rely on extensive sequences of "pure cinema."
In this sense, Hitchcock's aesthetic renewal through European
art cinema is also a return to origins, a revitalizing of his own
aesthetic by absorbing the work of kindred filmmakers whom
he recognized as more daring than he.
The case of Antonioni is particularly resonant in this
respect, because the films of Antonioni most appreciated by
Hitchcock, L'Awentura and Blow-Up, undoubtedly bear the
imprint of Antonioni's own exposure to Hitchcock. The
influence of Rear Window on Blow-Up is well known.8
However, L'Awentura, too, bears the influence of Hitchcock in
its story of a woman who disappears and the relationship that
forms in the aftermath between her female friend and former
boyfriend. Both The Lady Vanishes and Rear Window are stories
of disappearing women where a couple is formed in the quest
to find her. Vertigo arguably forms the most explicit template
for L'Awentura, as the couple is formed in the second half of
the film out of their complex relationship to the woman who
"disappears" in the first half. Sandro (Gabriele Ferzetti) in
L'Awentura, like Scottie Ferguson (James Stewart) in Vertigo,
seeks to re-find his lost love Anna (Lea Massari) in the body
of another woman, Claudia (Monica Vitti), and Claudia, like
Judy Barton (Kim Novak), seems to uncannily assume the
other woman's identity by both wearing her dress and dying
her hair. The parallels between the directors are so close that
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by the time Antonioni makes L'Avventura, Hitchcock's Psycho
(1960) seems to echo its structure, although Hitchcock avoids
a romantic relationship between Sam Loomis (John Gavin)
and Lila Crane (Vera Miles), the couple who try to find out
what happened to the woman who disappeared.
In this essay I will use the complex relationship between
Italian art cinema and Hitchcock's films to help illuminate the
idea of influence itself. I will begin by framing how any
specific idea or account of influence takes place against a
backdrop of broader aesthetic norms. The aesthetic strategies
of art cinema and the figure of the "wandering woman," who
is often a focal point of those strategies, are an already
familiar part of Hitchcock's aesthetic, but they are tempered
by the constraints and norms of classical narration. In his
encounter with Italian cinema, and in particular, Antonioni's
L'Avventura, Hitchcock found those strategies reflected back
to him anew. However, if a convincing case for influence is to
be established, it is important to track precise connections
between films, and this is what I undertake in the second
section of the essay. Having thereby grounded the idea of
influence in particular renderings of the mise-en-scene of the
wandering woman, I develop a more abstract, thematic
affinity between the works based upon their shared
exploration, through the figure of the wandering woman, of
a migratory "mimetic" desire, as theorized by Rene Girard.
Again, my argument is that mimetic desire was already a
feature of Hitchcock's work, but the lesson of L'Avventura
allows him to pursue a peculiarly abstract, and therefore
self-conscious, representation of this desire in The Birds. The
Birds is well known for its experimental electronic
soundtrack, but this too, I argue, is partially inspired by
Antonioni's use of sound in L'Avventura, in a manner that
supports the articulation of mimetic desire. In this,
Hitchcock's encounter with Italian art cinema and
L'Avventura in particular thus sets the stage for the renewal
of Hitchcock's aesthetic in The Birds that launched the final
phase of his career in the 1960s, though that renewal failed
to be sustained as the decade wore on.

Art Cinema, and the Wandering Woman
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The concept of "art cinema" is often used to refer to
something that is historically specific to European films of the
1960s and, canonically to the works of Bergman, Fellini and
Antonioni, as in the term "European art cinema." Using
European film of the 1960s as a reference point, David
Bordwell, in a seminal essay, abstracted art cinema into a set of
characteristic traits.9 These are, broadly: the dedramatization
of narrative through such strategies as the loosening of cause
and effect and the increased role assigned to chance (objective
realism); the investigation and reflection upon character
psychology, which may be linked to the direct representation
of a character's mental states (subjective realism); and the
overt, intrusive presence of a narrator who frames the story.
These strategies further entail a flexible use of style that is not
subservient to its role in advancing the plot but can serve
expressivity or narrational commentary; they also foster
narrative ambiguity as an end itself of the art film, where the
meaning of what we see and hear is purposively
indeterminate and the narrative ends unresolved. Art cinema
is contrasted, in Bordwell's definition, to classical narrative
cinema, which is tightly plotted, uses style as a transparent
vehicle for communicating plot, and is action-centered,
objective, unambiguous, and unselfconscious.
Bordwell argues that the protagonist of art cinema is
often an individual in a state of mental and spiritual
alienation and cast in a passive, reactive relationship to his
environment. This character is often depicted as a male
protagonist in canonical films of European modernism, such
as Fellini's SVi (1960) or Antonioni's The Passenger (1975), but
Mark Betz has helpfully drawn attention to the pervasive
presence of what he calls "the wandering women" in
European Cinema of the late 1950s and early 1960s, especially
in the films of Antonioni.10 The wandering woman walks
alone through a landscape, whether city or country, without
clear-cut purpose, both looking and being looked at, or if she
has a purpose, we don't know what it is. The term
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"wandering woman" captures the connection in works of
European art cinema between female presence in the public
sphere and the presumption of sexual availability. For
example, in Antonioni's cinema she is usually in the process
of leaving a relationship, as in L'Eclisse (The Eclipse, 1962), or
has temporarily left her man, as in La Notte (The Night, 1961)
in a manner that exposes her to the often unwanted gaze of
male strangers and to the threat of sexual assault. The
sexuality of the wandering woman is, in this way, dramatized
through Antonioni's plots, but it is equally rendered through
performance, by the self-conscious manner in which her
sexuality is acted for and captured by the camera that tracks
her with intimacy in public space.
The origins of the wandering woman lie in the figure of
the prostitute as "street-walker," as she is represented, for
example, in Weimar Cinema, in a figure like Pabst's Lulu.
Murnau, too, evokes this connection with his vampish
"woman of the city" in Sunrise, though she does not get paid
for sex, so in this sense she anticipates the figure of the
wandering woman. For the wandering woman, unlike the
prostitute, is endowed with a bourgeois subjectivity that
renders her physical wandering and openness to sexuality
permissible, even as it subjects her to the threat of sexual
assault. This connection is explicitly invoked by Hitchcock
himself in the bifurcated halves of Vertigo, where Judy Barton
recalls the figure of the prostitute, and Madeleine Elster, the
epitome of the wandering woman, is her bourgeois avatar.
The connection of the bourgeois wandering woman to the
prostitute is also explicitly made by Antonioni in L'Avuentura
when the male protagonist, whose affections have already
migrated from one wandering woman to another (Anna to
Claudia), pays an American starlet for casual sex near the
conclusion of the film.
The figure of the wandering woman in European art
cinema is significant both in terms of narrative form and
visual representation or style. The "wandering" of the female
protagonist contributes to the aleatory character of that
cinema: the wandering woman drifts; she is a character who

encounters and reacts to experiences. Antonioni's films also
evoke a particular kind of art-house sexuality wherein the
female characters, while they may perform for a third party in
the fiction, seem always to be on display for the gaze of the
camera, as if their very existence or life as a character
depended on that gaze. In Antonioni, as in Vertigo, the
wandering of the wandering woman is linked to the
expressivity of pure cinema, or cinema without verbal
language, in which narration takes place through sound and
image, freeing the representation of space and time in film
from the dramaturgical constraints of the "talkie" and
creating a space for connotation, ambiguity, and the
representation of subjectivity. Antonioni realizes these
Hitchcockian concerns far beyond Hitchcock's own
achievements and provided him a new vocabulary for
articulating them.
This staging of the female figure is connected in the work
of Antonioni and other European directors with the close
relationship they developed with their female muses:
Bergman and Liv Ullman, Antonioni and Monica Vitti, De
Sica and Sophia Loren, Rossellini and Ingrid Bergman,
Godard and Anna Karina. Though Sophia Loren and Ingrid
Bergman were established stars, in the other cases, the
omnipotent director plucks the actress out of obscurity and
literally fashions her image, especially her face, as an object of
devotion for the gaze of the camera. At the same time, these
actresses manifest a different kind of to-be-looked-at-ness
than the carefully manufactured and manicured beauty of the
Hollywood star. Monica Vitti projects at once an air of
naturalness, spontaneity or playfulness and a mask-like
illegibility that bespeaks a certain brittleness or vulnerability.
Vitti's eyes are completely restless, and her body is constantly
in motion, full of life, even as she is relentlessly watched,
modeled, framed, and even boxed in by Antonioni's camera.
Her aura is at once remote, sophisticatedly modern, and
intensely vulnerable.
How does Hitchcock's cinema relate to and depart from
the idioms of art cinema, and what are the distinctive features
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of The Birds that can be traced to art cinema? In general,
Hitchcock works broadly within tightly structured, objective,
action-centered, classical narration, but sews into that
narration a heightened level of narrative ambiguity created by
an unreliably communicative narrator; he also manifests a
marked level of stylistic self-consciousness in order to layer a
level of connotation upon narrative verisimilitude. While
Hitchcock allows the romance to be realized and the perverse
obstacles ranged against it to be overcome, he simultaneously
delights in the frustration of romance and the allure of human
perversity through his manipulation of style and form in a
manner that was influenced by German expressionism.
Hitchcock's pervasive ambiguity is highlighted by the
frequency with which he struggled over the ending of his
films, many of which conclude on an uncertain note. These
formal traits of Hitchcock's work allow his films both to
inhabit and subvert the idiom of the Hollywood melodrama,
the story of the formation of the couple.
The Birds is consistent with Hitchcock's broader cinema
but amplifies certain traits in a manner that demonstrates
Hitchcock's exposure to art cinema. It foregrounds style in
a manner that exceeds narrative meaning both in terms of
the visual orchestration of camera movement and mise-enscene, which tracks the looks of characters, orchestrates
their gestures, places them in space, and follows their
movements through space; and in terms of the soundtrack,
which eschews a score and utilizes electronic audio to
render the sound of the birds. It dedramatizes the human
story both by dwelling on relatively banal events in the
lives of its characters and rendering those events that are
not intrinsically commonplace banal relative to the
destruction and chaos wrought by the bird attacks. Finally,
it consistently invites us to meditate on meaning by
creating and sustaining pervasive ambiguity around why
the birds attack, an ambiguity that was systematically
inserted into the script by Evan Hunter, Hitchcock, and his
writing consultants who sought to intimate but not to
cement an explanation that linked the bird attacks to the

human story.11 In addition, all these traits of the narrative
are organized around the representation of the subjectivity
and sexual agency of a wandering woman. Melanie
Daniels, a society playgirl, enters into a whimsical mating
game with a lawyer, Mitch Brenner (Rod Taylor), whom she
encountered in a bird shop in San Francisco, and descends
upon his mother's house with a pair of love-birds in a
manner that coincides with, and perhaps provokes, the
assault of the birds. The Birds concludes not simply
ambiguously, but with an ending that is open. The bird
attacks have abated, and the Brenner family with Melanie
leave the homestead as we watch dawn rise "over-theshoulder" of the quiescent birds that remain behind. Will
the birds attack again? There is no "the end," just the
Universal logo.
It should be noted from the outset that Hitchcock's
wandering woman broadly differs from how the wandering
woman is represented in, for example, the films of
Antonioni. If we consider only her incarnations from Vertigo
onward, she is a figure who is possessed with agency,
unlike the character of Lidia (Jeanne Moreau) in La Notte,
for example, or Vittoria (Monica Vitti) in L'Edisse, who
seem to wander without a clear-cut purpose. However, her
agency is a secret one, whose motive, directly or indirectly,
is sexual. In Vertigo, Madeleine, although she appears to be
the embodiment of the aimlessly wandering woman, is in
fact wandering for a precise purpose: to seduce Scottie
Ferguson and fulfill Gavin Elster's plot. In Psycho, Marion
Crane is stealing for love; in The Birds, Melanie Daniels is
playfully hunting down her man; and in Mamie (1964) the
"frigid" heroine, also played by Tippi Hedren, is acting to
subvert patriarchal authority by stealing from her rich male
employers. In these films, Hitchcock's female protagonists
thematize the sexual enigma of the wandering woman as a
distinctive, if perverse, form of agency.12 Since they are
possessed with agency, these characters nominally conform
to the norms of classical narration, yet they are arguably
more subversive in their roles than the heroines of
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Antonioni's cinema, who, in their lack of agency, are
sexually adrift and therefore susceptible to the next
available man.
Finally, Hitchcock's relationship to Tippi Hedren is
comparable to the relationship of European auteurs to their
female stars and arguably partly inspired by them. Of course
Hitchcock always "fetishized" his female stars such as Ingrid
Bergman and Grace Kelly, though they were shared with
other directors. Tippi Hedren was different: her screen
persona was profoundly shaped by Hitchcock. He played
Pygmalion to her Galatea, And perhaps the nature of her onscreen presence was only intensified by Hitchcock's alleged
obsession with and harassment of her, a point to which I shall
return. As Joe McElhaney points out, Hedren's image is a
curious hybrid between the art cinema actress and the oldfashioned Hollywood star.13 Hedren, like Vitti, knows she is
being watched and is acting for the camera. In The Birds,
Hitchcock's camera dwells upon her face, her body, and her
movement through space, and she in turn seems constantly
attuned to its presence. Yet Hedren, by comparison to Vitti, is
much more brittle and stiffly artificial: she is made up and
accessorized with a studio look that is far from the naturalism
of Vitti's glamorously unvarnished image. Yet Hedren's touchme-not quality, together with the aforementioned narrative
agency of her character, bestows upon her screen presence a
certain strength and autonomy that hints at sexual androgyny.
Hitchcock exploits this aspect of Hedren in Mamie, where her
character arrogates what is in certain respects a "male" role,
and she must be "cured" of her gender confusion and
straightened out.
There is one scene in The Birds, analyzed at length by
Raymond Bellour, where Melanie Daniels, the wandering
woman from the city, descends upon the country to seduce
the man who lives across the water.' 4 This sequence
dramatizes the relationship between narrative dedrarnatization, excessive stylization, the sexualized
figuration of the wandering woman, and interpretative
ambiguity in the film. It is undoubtedly important to the

story that Melanie delivers the love-birds to Mitch, for it at
once re-connects the couple and isolates them in the country,
setting the stage for the birds' attack. However, the inordinate
attention Hitchcock gives to this sequence is peculiar.
Narratively speaking, Melanie's wandering deflates our
expectations. The sequence rhetorically yields a sense of
mystery and intrigue, especially through Hitchcock's
extensive deployment of point-of-view editing together with
a moving camera, but the payoff is minor: when will Mitch
spot Melanie? It is also artificially prolonged in the chase
around the bay. We are simply invited to "bird watch" —and
what better alibi for bird watching than artful filmmaking—
as Melanie swoops across the bay, creeps into the house, and
retreats to her perch in the boat. The first bird attack that hits
Melanie as she closes on Mitch in the boat is also a dramatic
anticlimax that raises, above all, an interpretative
conundrum: why did the bird attack her? If the bird attack
does seem to be an "answer" to a provocation induced by
Melanie's sexual presence and in particular her gaze, it is
wholly at the level of symbolism or connotation.
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Establishing Influence: La Ciociara,
L'Avventura, and The Birds
In Vittorio De Sica's film La Ciociara (Two Women), made in
1960, Cesira (Sophia Loren) and her thirteen-year old daughter
Rosetta (Eleonora Brown), deracinated by the war, are
traveling like many other refugees through the Italian
countryside and take shelter in a church, where they are
attacked and gang-raped by a band of marauding Moroccan
allied soldiers. There is some scattered dialogue but it is a
sequence that is largely without it. The scene is strikingly echoed
in the extended sequence of "pure cinema" that forms the climax
of T7ie Birds, and which was, notoriously, as harrowing for the
actor as it is for, the spectator. Melanie Daniels, feeling the
presence of the birds, climbs upstairs to the attic bedroom to
confront her adversaries, only to be trapped inside and viciously
assaulted by them. The telling detail that binds the two scenes
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Figure 2

Figure 1

is a hole, a breach, in the church roof, which Rosetta looks up
to prior to the assault as she hears the sounds of birds (fig. 1).
The hole is exactly replicated by Hitchcock as a breach in the
roof of the attic (fig. 2) through which the birds enter to
assault Melanie (and the spectator).
The scene from Two Women dramatizes the risk of sexual
predation posed to the woman who wanders in public space.
It is laden with metaphor. It takes place in a church—
architectural analogue of the bodies of the women—the older
of whom is doubled by her virginal daughter, Rosetta. The
hole in the roof is like a wound in the body of the church. As
the sound of birds heard by Rosetta meld with the noise of
Cesira moving wooden furniture, there is an echo effect
motivated by the chamber of the church. Yet, given the girl's
semi-conscious state and the off-screen, "acousmatic," nature
of the bird sounds, these sounds take on a psychological
resonance. The hole, in conjunction with the sounds of birds,
prefigure Rosetta's violation as marauding swarms of manic,
feverish, savage, wide-eyed, dark-skinned soldiers overrun
the church. At the conclusion of the sequence the sound of the
birds returns as Cesira, awakening, looks up at the hole and

down to Rosetta's prostrate body. The violation of the women
within this setting is linked to the Passion of Christ as Rosetta
lies on the floor after the rape, as if crucified, in front of a
statue that appears to be a pieta on one side and a desecrated
altar on the other. Her mother functions as a surrogate
spectator, a helpless onlooker to her suffering, until she
herself is knocked out and violated. De Sica recognizes, here,
Christ's Passion as the primal scene of melodrama, which is
transposed to the body of the virginal woman as the
incarnation of persecuted innocence.
In Hitchcock's film, the "acousmatic" sound track of the
birds as an aural blanket is writ large in the film, as I have
analyzed in detail elsewhere.15 While Hitchcock had deployed
figurations of bird sounds both aurally and symbolically in
previous work, the significance of this scene for Hitchcock in
which the sound of birds foreshadow a gang rape cannot be
overstated. In the attic scene itself, the birds are silent until
they attack, but other aspects of De Sica's mise-en-scene are
salient. The bedroom is a charged space in Hitchcock's world,
both a childhood sanctuary and the place of sexual secrets. As
one who has lost her mother, Melanie identifies with the
daughter Cathy Brenner (Veronica Cartwright) in the Brenner
household, and she will become a daughter in the Brenner
house by marrying Mitch. Her entry into the girl's bedroom is
a return to a sanctuary of innocence where she will confront
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the birds in her most vulnerable state. Like the daughter in La
Ciociara, Melanie looks upon a hole in the roof that prefigures
her own violation, as, in the next moment squawking, beadyeyed birds, who have pecked out the opening and poured
through it, now fly forth from the white sheeted frame of a
little four-poster bed and start pecking and fluttering her to
pieces. De Sica's film depicts an actual rape that is laden with
religious symbolism; Hitchcock's film depicts a symbolic rape,
through the figuration of the birds, which is presented as
martyrdom. Melanie, by knowingly entering the space, seems
to offer herself to the birds in a Christ-like sacrifice, and the
birds peck her hands, creating stigmata.

In L'Avvcnturn, Anna has gone missing during a short
vacation jaunt on a Mediterranean Island. As Sandro and
Claudia try to make sense of her absence, they fall into a
relationship. Sandro has just entered a hotel, following a lead
that Anna might be staying there, while Claudia stands outside
against a stone balustrade in a closed frame. As she looks to the
right (fig. 3), the frame opens to reveal a string of leering men
perched on the steps (fig. 4). Feeling uncomfortable she moves
away. Looking back and up again (fig. 5), she sees dozens more
men lined up along a low stone wall bordering a raised piazza
(fig 6). The scene is a striking prefigurement of the moment
in The Birds when, as Melanie nonchalantly smokes her
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cigarette in front of a jungle gym, the birds slowly and silently
gather behind her, their presence known only to the audience.
Then as she looks up to follow the flight of a single bird, we
discover, shockingly, that the birds have gathered en masse
behind her (fig. 7) and she reacts in trepidation (fig. 8).
The scene from L'Avventura dramatizes sexual predation in
public urban space, and it supports the interpretation of
Hitchcock's birds as a figuration of a predatory sexual drive writ
large and abstracted. It also suggests an ambiguous
psychological motivation for their presence. As Claudia casts her
gaze wider, the staring men proliferate to absurd proportions.
They are not mere figments of her imagination, yet they also
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represent a horrific projection of her own anxiety and shame
over having entered so precipitously into an affair with the
partner of her missing friend. She is tainted in her own eyes, and
as she stands and wanders alone in the square, she is represented
like a prostitute in the way she is a magnet for the licentious gaze
of men. In the jungle gym scene in Tlie Birds, it also seems as if
the presence of the birds has been conjured into being. This effect
is created by the mantra of the song sung by the children in the
school house, "Risseldy-rosseldy," that emanates from a source
that is entirely off-screen, and therefore seems to inhabit a space
that is as much mental as physical.16 It is not Hitchcock's purpose
for us to simply interpret the birds as a psychological projection;
rather his purpose, like Antonioni's, is to sow a psychological
resonance and ambiguity into the scene.
In fact, the jungle gym scene arguably condenses both the
influence of De Sica and Antonioni on Hitchcock's film. For the
rapacious soldiers in the attack on the women, shot by De Sica
from a high angle, swarm like the flock of birds that attack Melanie
and the children. De Sica, like Hitchcock, creates suspense by
cutting from the unknowing victim to the gathering attackers, and
in both cases the wandering woman is aligned with the figure of
the child to whom she also becomes a mother, thereby establishing
her essential innocence. Furthermore, the racial (not to say racist)
connotations of beady-eyed dark-skinned soldiers raping white
women in De Sica's film resonate with the racial overtones of the
bird attacks in Hitchcock's film. As John Hellman has shown, The
Birds is a film replete with contextual references to the Kennedy
era, including the black struggle over civil rights and white anxiety
over black empowerment.17 Although black birds mix with
seagulls in the bedroom attack, it is beady-eyed black crows that
gather on the "jungle" gym and attack Melanie and the children in
an earlier scene. In this respect the jungle gym scene
uncomfortably invokes, at a distance, the racial melodrama that, as
Linda Williams has argued, long informed the depiction of whiteblack relationships in America.18 Furthermore, in this scene,
Hitchcock is particularly attentive to the acousmatic sound of the
birds. Just as the natural sounds of the birds in Two Women blend
with the echo effect of the moving furniture and evoke a sense
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Figure 10

Figure 9

that the swarming soldiers are the realization of a nightmare, so
too the gathering of the birds at the jungle gym, "accompanied"
by the children's song, seem conjured into being.
Andre Bazin wrote of Hitchcock, for him "it is always a
question of creating in the mise-en-scene, starting from the scenario,
but mainly by the expressionism of the framing, the lighting, or
the relation of the characters to the decor, an essential instability of
image."1* This "instability" is also characteristic of the scenes
from La Ciociara and L'Avventura but it serves different
functions. In De Sica's film the "instability" of the frame is
captured in a high-angle shot in which a shaft of light penetrates
the vault of the church to touch the prone women just prior to the
emergence of the shadowed figures of the rapists in the
foreground, where it is clearly motivated as an. anticipation of the
impending rape (fig. 9). However, in L'Avventura, the instability
that characterizes the framing of Claudia in relationship to the
gathering men above her is more enigmatic: is the threat real or
imagined, and how are we to interpret what is taking place?
This kind of "instability" that is an index of ambiguity pervades
Antonioni's film and profoundly influences the design of
framing and mise-en-scene in Tlie Birds.

Figure 11

Tlie Birds is replete with portentous off-screen gazes that
suggest a significance that exceeds narrative context. One
example is where Annie stands at the mailbox in an avian posture
(fig. 10). The instability in the image is created by the gaze off
screen, the way Annie is thrust into the foreground relative to the
receding fences, the obtruding mailbox, and the red against white
and gray composition, as well as the way in which the shot is
enigmatically held beyond the time necessary to convey narrative
information. This kind of enigmatic self-consciously posed shot is
common, even ubiquitous, in Antonioni. This image in The Birds
directly recalls a shot in which Claudia and Sandro react in profile
to the sound of a boat off the island (fig. 11)—perhaps it could be
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Figure 12

Figure 14
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Figure 15

a due to Anna's presence? The off-screen sound motivates Claudia's
glance as she turns from looking left to looking right, and yet the
shot itself is self-consciously posed. Claudia's neck is sharply
turned and her hair blows about her face, giving her profile a
statuesque power and intensity, and a presence that is charged with
sexualized tension that exceeds narrative denotation. Earlier in the
film Antonioni configures a group profile shot where the bourgeois
characters, quite out of place on the island and especially now as
they are confronted with a sense of threat, are depicted in posed
maniier looking left in profile toward Sandro as he decides what
they should do (fig. 12). This kind of group profile shot is recalled
in the highly posed shot in the Tides restaurant as Melanie,

Mitch, and the fisherman in the diner look out of the window offscreen right at the impending bird attack (fig. 13).
A third, example of this kind of unstable composition in
L'Awentura is when Claudia, framed at extreme low angle,
witnesses Anna's love-making (fig. 14). Since Claudia has already
spied them making love through the window this information is
essentially redundant, but it is shot with an uncommon attention
to composition, which gives the scene a portentous significance
that exceeds any straightforward meaning: why should she be so
concerned with the idea mat Anna is having sex with him? The
composition of this shot is recalled precisely in Hitchcock's
portrayal of the response of Melanie (fig. 15) and the others to the
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Figure 16

Figure 17

birdss departure from the Brenner household after their vicious
final massed assault. Now it is certainly true that this is a
significant moment in The Birds. The radically low angle
employed by Hitchcock serves to articulate the connection
between the birds' departure and reactions of the characters to
their leaving, and yet the way the characters are
photographed again seems to carry a meaning that exceeds
narrative context as they loom in front of the camera.
A fourth example of framing and posture that directly
inspired Hitchcock is the scene near the conclusion of
L'Awentura where Claudia, waking up early in the morning,
alone and anxious her hotel room since Sandro has not
returned from the party, visits her friend Patrizia (Esmeralda
Ruspoli) in search of him. She appears in extreme long shot at
the end of the corridor and runs its full length in high-heeled
shoes, her arms flailing to the side until she arrives near the
camera in low-angle full shot, at which point she veers off to a
door on the right that she enters {fig. 16). This shot is overtly
expressive: the mise-en-scene of the hallway and her traversal of it
register the character's sense of anxiety. The shot is echoed in The
Birds in the scene where Lydia, having discovered Dan Fawcett
with his eyes pecked out, rushes headlong down a narrow
corridor (fig. 17) and then down the path from the house in her
high-heels, her arms flailing, and her footsteps resounding
on the stone from the heels of her shoes. The sense of
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urgency and anxiety is intensified in a manner that is appropriate
to context, yet what this scene also emphasizes is Hitchcock's
fascination, via Antonioni, with a distinctively feminine mode
of comportment that here is ruffled beyond measure.
Wandering Women and Migrating, Mimetic Desire
From his earliest period, Hitchcock was interested in
exploring the ramifications of incipiently murderous
triangular relationships, such as between Daisy (June), her
detective boyfriend Joe (Malcolm Chandler), and the
eponymous character {played by Ivor Novello) in The Lodger,
or in the triangles formed amongst the protagonists of The
Ring and The Manxman. Furthermore, Hitchcock was always
fascinated with implicating the spectator through the gaze of
the camera in a scene of sexual intimacy that is rendered
"perverse" by the fact of spying. Hitchcock spoke of the
camera itself as the third party in a menage a trois when he
discussed the kissing scene in Notorious with Truffaut,
however the camera is also often allied to the third party
within a triangular relationship who acts as a spy-witness
within the scene.20 For example, there is a moment in The
Lodger when the viewer, alongside the protagonist of the film
encounters policeman Joe playfully handcuffing the woman
both men love, Daisy, at the bottom of a staircase, in a manner
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that enacts two triangles that depend upon whether we
construe the Lodger as a rescuer or murderer. In Rebecca,
we are privileged witnesses to a bedroom scene, where
Mrs. Danvers presses the fur of Rebecca's coat to the cheek
of the second Mrs. de Winter until the latter recoils in
horror, in this case establishing of scene of intimate rivalry
both between Danvers and the second Mrs. de Winter for
Rebecca and between Danvers/Rebecca and the second Mrs.
de Winter for de Winter and Manderley.
Antonioni's cinema takes these Hitchcockian concerns to a
new level of sophistication. Antonioni enters into an erotic
complicity with his actresses,, particularly Monica Vitti. In this
erotic complicity, Vitti performs for the camera's gaze and
allows her subjectivity to be circumscribed by that gaze.
Antonioni's female actors, thus defined in their sexuality by
the camera, provoke the desire of male characters in the film as
if the erotic identity that is produced in their performance for
the camera has the capacity to enter into the world of the
fiction. Furthermore, within the fictional world, Antononi's
women provoke male desire through their erotic rivalry or
competition with other women, which Antonioni stages with a
frankness and lack of prurience that eluded Hitchcock. Finally,
through strategies of art cinema narration, Antonioni
represents desire as an abstract force of nature that exceeds the
will of any one character: the figure of the wandering woman
in L'Avventura both embodies and catalyzes a desire that
exceeds her own agency, and her wandering becomes, as it
were, the vehicle of an impersonal migratory desire that
seems to pass from character to character. Inspired by
Antonioni, The Birds is remarkably frank in its representation
of female sexual agency. It registers the rivalrous desire
between female sexual rivals, and quite self-consciously
represents this rivalrous desire as an abstract force of nature.
In both Antonioni and Hitchcock, the nature of this
rivalrous intimacy and the desire it elicits can arguably be
explained in terms of what Girard has termed "mimetic"
desire, that is, a desire that arises from imitation. The crucial
idea behind Girard's theory of mimetic desire is that it is a

form of desire that does not originate with the agent who
desires but is imitated from someone else in a way that the
imitating agent is usually unaware of. There is always an
initial figure, whom Girard terms the "mediator," who desires
someone, and this desire of the mediator brings into being or
authenticates the sexual longing of his or her rival.21 However,
the mediator's desire is an arbitrary starting point for the
migration or transmission of mimetic desire, for the
mediator's desire will itself be based upon another's desire; in
this sense mimetic desire for Girard already exists. It is an
anthropological constant that arises from a condition of
competition and rivalry. Mimetic desire is contagious or viral
not only in the way that it seems to circulate from one person
to another, but that it also has an incipiently deadly quality
because it is born out of rivalry and promotes conflict as the
rival become the model and the model the rival.
The theory suggests a triangle of agents: the mediator, the
person who has caught the desire, and the love object.
However, Girard argues that the triangle of mimetic desire is
one that does not in fact require three people. Making
reference to Jean Paul Sartre's influential theory of desire in
Being and Nothingness, he argues that there is an asymmetry
between self and other in sexual desire, because when I desire
you sexually, I desire to possess your subjectivity in and
through your body.22 If you allow my desire for your body to
become the model for your desire, your desire will take the
form of narcissism, or to use the old-fashioned word used by
Girard himself to refer to female narcissism, "coquetry"; thus,
you yourself will become a rival in my desire for you and we
will be enslaved in a contagious double-bind. "The coquette,"
writes Girard, "does not wish to surrender her precious self to
the desire that she arouses, but were she not to provoke it she
would not feel so precious. The favor she finds in her own
eyes is based exclusively on the favor with which she is
regarded by Others. For this reason the coquette is constantly
looking for proofs of this favor; she encourages and stirs up
her lover's desires, not in order to give herself to him but to
enable her the better to refuse him."23
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While the term "coquette" (or its more modern
equivalent, "flirt") lacks the right nuance to characterize the
screen presence of the wandering woman, and while I do not
think that Sartre's and Girard's theories are convincing as a
general theory of desire, Girard's theory nevertheless
provides a revision of the traditional understanding of the
to-be-looked-at woman in film theory and an interesting
gloss on the role of the wandering woman as an instigator of
mimetic desire.24 Within the fiction of L'Avventura, female
characters display different degrees of flirtatiousness, but all
the female actors —Monica Vitti especially—enter into a
special relationship with Antonioni's camera. Where the
female actor exists in this way to be loved by the camera itself
and the spectator who shares the gaze of the camera, she is
defined by this relationship. No interaction with her is possible
that could break the shell of objectification, for as we imagine
ourselves to look upon the face and body of the actress, the
world of the film is screened off from the onlooker to whom
the actress presents herself in the manner described by Stanley
Cavell.25 The pretext for the representation of mimetic desire is
created out of the chemistry or alchemy of the female actor's
performance in front of the gaze of the camera. The female
figure thus constituted is not the to-be-looked-at figure
passively constituted under the gaze of the camera as she is
described in traditional film theory; she is the actress who
desires to please the camera. Her to-be-looked-at-ness is
provocative: it is the product of her own performative agency,
and it elicits a contagion of mimetic desire prior to any agency
she might bear as a character in the story. The qualities of the
actress before the camera are transferred to the character
within the fiction and everyone she encounters becomes, as it
were, her potential rival/lover. Of course, female agency does
not have to be represented as narcissistic, though this is very
common in cinema; nor does this representation need to be
linked to desire's contagion, though that is what Antonioni,
and both before and after him, Hitchcock, seek to explore.
L'Avventura opens with a wandering woman, Anna,
walking along a driveway away from the house. Framed in

long shot, she begins to approach the camera and when she
is in medium shot the camera begins to track back with her at
a slightly low angle. She appears strong and independent,
though sullen and brooding, walking with some purpose,
though we do not know what that purpose is. She arrives
outside the villa to encounter her father, whom she says she
was looking for in the bedroom, and they proceed to have an
exchange that establishes his jealous guardianship of her,
even as she makes clear that she has no intention of marrying
the man she plan to meet and go sailing with to the Aoelian
islands on a short holiday. Anna is immediately established
as an active, provocative, and perhaps rather capricious
sexual agent.
Melanie's introduction in The Birds is comparable,
though more elaborate. The Birds opens with Melanie
Daniels walking confidently and with purpose across a
street in San Francisco as we hear the sound of gulls. As the
camera tracks her along the pavement to the front of a bird
shop, we hear the squawk of a bird, then immediately
afterwards a wolf whistle made by a boy, to which she
turns and responds, which is again followed by a squawk
as she looks up into the sky at the circling birds.
Economically, in the style of Hollywood narration, this
opening shot establishes the wandering woman as a figure
of desirable female sexuality: she is a "dolly bird" in
cockney slang, or in a slightly difference sense a "lovebird." Her desirability is marked by the wolf whistle that
nominally issues from the boy who passes in the
foreground, and which she can interpret in a benign and
playful way because he is so young. But her gaze back
towards him is just off-center, and because the boy passes
so quickly it is as if the whistle could be issuing from offscreen behind the camera's gaze. When she turns slightly to
look up at the birds circling in the sky, it is again as if she
is looking up and over at a direction that is "behind" the
camera, which is then filled in the reverse field shot by the
circling birds. In this way, the contagion of an alluring and
incipiently deadly desire is sparked by the gaze of the
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camera as it brings into being the figure of the wandering
woman, whose sexuality is metaphorically linked at once to
love-birds and to the death birds.26
Following Anna's introduction in L'Avventura, she meets
Claudia and the two women speed into town in an open top
sports car to meet Sandro; Anna repairs alone to his room. As
Anna and Sandro begin to make love, they are watched by
Claudia in the plaza downstairs through an open window,
and then overheard by her from an art gallery below, as
Antonioni cuts to close shots of their lovemaking. Claudia's
complicit gaze creates a triangulation of desire and bestows
upon this lovemaking an illicit quality, which is passed on to
the point of view of the camera that shares her third-party
gaze. Furthermore, a sense of sexualized suspense is created,
first by the little detail of Claudia swinging her handbag like
a pendulum as she is framed through the window as she
waits for Anna, then by her restless, fidgety motion as she
moves into and out of the art gallery.
The two women continue to be linked together as intimates
and rivals in desire through a parallel structure in the mise-enscene. When Anna enters Sandro's apartment, she steps onto the
balcony with the Po River as backdrop in a manner that
suggests her rising desire. Claudia then passes through the art
gallery during their lovemaking and steps onto the balcony
below the open window of the lovers' room to occupy a similar
position against the backdrop and sound of the rushing water.
She then looks up to the open window of the storey above as we
see Anna's face turn enigmatically away and upward during her
lovemaking as if in response to Claudia's gaze. The scenes evoke
a connection, a transference of desire, which is completed later
when, after Anna has disappeared, Claudia joins Sandro in his
search for her and they make love in the open air, while the
camera dwells now on Claudia's face as it had on Anna's earlier.
Nominally Anna models Claudia's desire because Sandro
becomes Claudia's love object after Anna's disappearance, yet
Anna is openly enamored of Claudia's beauty.
This triangulation of desire is echoed in another, much
later, scene in the film in which Giulia (Dominique Blanchar),
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frustrated in marriage, courts seduction by a seventeen-yearold artist in the villa of an aristocratic friend surrounded by
overtly erotic primitive art and in the presence of Claudia,
who, bereft of Sandro, is isolated, anxious, and bored.
Although Giulia allows herself to be seduced by the boy, she
is equally flirtatious toward Claudia, whom she coaxes to
witness the seduction. Again, nominally, Giulia models
Claudia's desire, since Guila's transgressive sexual behavior
seems to inspire Claudia to overcome her reticence and make
love with Sandro, yet at the same time Giulia, following Anna,
admires Claudia's beauty. The fact that the triangle is in this
way repeated establishes the migratory, contagious nature of
the desire that circulates among the women.
Prior to Anna's disappearance, Claudia and Anna go on
the boat trip to the Aeolian Islands, where the women are
drawn close together as the passengers on the boat are forced
to invade each other's personal space, and the camera too
presses into uncomfortable proximity. First we witness a
mildly suggestive conversation between Claudia and Anna.
Playfully swinging to and fro while holding onto a vertical
pole, Anna looks into Claudia's eyes as they discuss how they
had been happily rocked to sleep, while in front of her in the
foreground the angled torso of a prone male sunbather who
slept very badly contributes at once to form a triangle and to
create a profound imbalance or tension in the composition of
the frame. Then, after Anna has returned from her swim in
order to escape, she alleges, the presence of a shark, she
retreats with Claudia to the cabin to change; here they are
framed in a tight medium two-shot from behind. Antonioni
cuts to a close-up of Claudia saying enigmatically "Well, what
is it?" Anna invades the frame from below and looks up into
her eyes. As Claudia looks down at Anna indulgently and
enigmatically, Claudia slips off her dress (though we might
initially mistake her own hand on the strap of her slip for
Anna's) while Anna rocks back in laughter. Then, framed in a
tight close-up two-shot, Claudia decides to try on her dress.
Subsequently, both women who are naked with their backs to
the camera get dressed, and Anna makes her secret confession
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that she lied about seeing a shark that caused her to leave the
water. Whereas the lovemaking scene near the opening of
the film positions the spectator's gaze upon the lovers
through the look of a character (Claudia), here the cabin
door in the rear of the mise-en-scene is closed, creating the
sense of a sealed enclosure that exists for the audience's eyes
only. Antonioni plays upon and amplifies the idea of the
camera, both as the third party in a menage a trois, and as a
participant in an invasion of privacy, in a manner that at
once invokes and surpasses Hitchcock's own rendering of
such a mise-en-scene.
The Birds triangulates mimetic desire in way that seems
modeled upon L'Avventura. In The Birds the affair between the
brunette, Annie Hayworth, who has the Americanized name
of Antonioni's protagonist, Anna, and Mitch is already over.
Thus though Annie is broody like Anna, her demeanor has a
more conventional motivation as the jilted lover. However, the
fact that the plot of The Birds contrives to have her hang
around Bodega Bay in spite of her failed romance leads to her
becoming a triangulating force in Melanie's desire. Their first
encounter occurs prior to the scene in which Melanie delivers
the love-birds to Mitch Brenner. Melanie swoops down to
Bodega Bay in an open top sports car, which recalls the
association between sexually active women and the sports
cars in L'Avventura. On the pretext of finding out the name of
Mitch Brenner's little sister, she is sent to Annie's house. She
pauses in front of the schoolhouse before drawing up in front
of Annie's house with an assertive spurt of the car engine.
Hitchcock frames the car so that it provocatively dominates
the frame as if asserting Melanie's claim upon Annie's
territory in the manner of a sexual rival. As Melanie leaves,
Annie leans on the car framed by a closed red U.S. mail box (it
is Melanie who is now delivering the mail to Mitch) and
declares, "I am rather an open book, I am afraid, or rather a
closed one," intimating the state of her relationship to Mitch,
and as she does so the love-birds tweet. She looks down at
them as Melanie tells her they are love-birds. "Oh, I see"
Annie responds as they exchange knowing glances across

them. Of course, we could not possibly mistake Annie and
Melanie for the love-birds, but they share the "tweet-tweets"
of love-birds, and the gender of love-birds is ambiguous;
indeed, they look identical. Later in the film, the knowing
child, Cathy, explicitly comments on the implications of their
identical appearance: "Is there a man and a woman? I can't tell
which is which."
When Melanie returns to Annie's after the encounter with
Mitch, she preens at the front door in the glass before Annie
appears. As Annie answers it, she leans forward in a posture
that accentuates the forward thrust of her breasts towards
Melanie, a stance that is at once assertive and alluring.
Melanie asks her if she can stay the night (on the implausible
assumption that every other room in town is taken) and Annie
welcomes her, accompanied by the sound of birds (which
Annie draws attention to). In a third scene, Melanie returns
after dinner at the Brenners' and they settle down together to
an intimate brandy as Annie confesses her relationship to
Mitch and her desire to remain near him. Both women light
cigarettes that, in the manner they are held, become
accessories to their preening femininity. Their conversation is
interrupted by a call from Mitch; during this conversation a
brooding Annie is first framed in the foreground with
Melanie in the background, and then she is framed in reverse
field in profile from Melanie's point of view as she remains
talking on the phone in a manner that constructs the triangle.
After putting the phone down and announcing her invitation
to Cathy's birthday party, Melanie pulls out her sole piece of
luggage, purchased from the general store — a pink
nightgown that she displays for Annie's admiring eyes. As
they prepare to say goodnight and Annie gives her blessing
for the visit, a gull hits the door for no apparent reason, but as
if precipitated from or in response to the contagion of desire.
The allure of female sophistication and eroticism is scarcely as
effective as Antonioni's portrayal of female sexuality but the
contagious sexuality of the wandering women here is surely
suggested as desire is, as it were, passed from woman to
woman and linked to the onset of the bird attacks.
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The Birds, too, has more than one triangle. Many
commentators have remarked on the kitchen scene I have
already referred to where Lydia confronts Mitch over Melanie
as if she were her jealous rival, a rivalry further underscored
by the way in which Mitch refers to his mother as "dear."27
Thus not only is Melanie's desire for Mitch modeled on that of
Annie, it is also modeled on Annie's rivalry with Lydia, which
the two women discuss, and which is repeated as Melanie
becomes the rival of Lydia. The birds, in this respect, have
been commonly interpreted as an expression of the rage of the
protective, rivalrous, maternal super-ego against the intrusive
claimants for Mitch's love, Annie and Melanie. However,
Annie's position in the triangle has now been altered with
Melanie's arrival on the scene, and is now comparable to that
of Lydia. This proliferation of triangles points to the way in
which, if the birds are expressive of the negative, incipiently
murderous aspect of migratory desire, it is not a desire that
can simply be attached to one character but rather passes
among all the women.
The link between destructive nature in the form of the
birds and Melanie's agency is comparable to the role played
by destructive nature in relationship to Anna's agency in
L'Awentura. I have noted how the rushing water is initially
identified with Anna's desire. Anna's temperament in
L'Awentura is, from the beginning, brooding, restless,
narcissistic, and incipiently destructive. The rushing water of
the Po suggests the external force of an independent
contagious desire that is potentially annihilating in its power.
Anna equally has an affinity to the sea whose deadliness is
figured by the shark that she purports is lurking in the depth
of the ocean and expressed in the "vengeful" nature of the sea
swells and storm. The restless desire that Anna sets in motion
seems to destroy her, possibly by drowning, but there is
ultimately no explanation of her disappearance and the arid
space of the ancient volcanic island is itself resonant of death.
Melanie's relationship to the birds, while purposively
enigmatic, is a good deal more explicit. They attack when she
arrives at Bodega Bay and she is explicitly blamed by the

"mother hen" in the Tides restaurant. Melanie's temperament,
unlike Anna's, is playful and upbeat, yet she is also impulsive,
a provocateur. In his comments on Hitchcock's script, V.S.
Pritchett suggested that she might have accidentally killed
someone as a result of her practical jokes, though this
suggestion did not make its way into the film.28 Melanie is
thus both cause and object of the bird attacks, just as in
L'Awentura Anna is both cause and object of the restless
onslaught of nature.
The comparison I have drawn between The Birds and
L'Awentura allows us to see more clearly the way in which
the birds manifest a generalized, abstracted mimetic desire
that is contagious (it moves from person to person) and
migratory (it travels through space). The wandering women
in L'Awentura, Anna and Claudia, are a figuration of this
desire. So too is Melanie Daniels. On the one hand, the bird
attacks are unconsciously ranged against the rivals in her
desire for a connection with Mitch, Annie, and Lydia, and
even Cathy, since Cathy has the maternal relationship that
Melanie has lost, as well as the familial relationship to her
brother Mitch, which Melanie seeks. Melanie identifies with
Cathy but also wishes to occupy her place in the Brenner
family. At the same time, the attacks are ultimately ranged
against Melanie herself. This is in part an expression of the
murderous rivalry of Annie and most of all Lydia towards
her. However, when the rivalries within the fiction are
stripped away, we are left with the contagion of mimetic
desire that is solicited by the construction of the figure of the
desiring woman for the camera, whose gaze is at once
adoring and "murderous," in William Rothman's telling
formulation.29 Hie birds are thus the incarnation of the
rivalrous gaze purveyed by the camera that is provoked by
Hedren/Melanie's enticing but essentially inaccessible
presence before it.
In both L'Awentura and The Birds, the contagion of desire
is arrested and a different, more empathic, kind of human
relationship emerges in its place. In L'Awentura, Claudia
enters into a serious relationship with Sandro that is mediated
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by the presence of Anna, but then having failed to find Anna,
the restless Sandro sleeps with the young, promiscuous
starlet, Gloria Perkins (Dorothea del Poliolo), whom he had
been introduced to by a journalist who had boasted that he
most certainly would pay for sex with her if he could afford
it. Sandro himself has succumbed to imitative desire, but the
fact that he pays for sex with this grand whore-starlet, the
rival of all women, seems to bring the chain of desire to a
halt. In concrete terms, he has rejected Claudia, but his
action allows his relationship with Claudia to be placed
beyond the realm of desire and their common loss of Anna
to be properly acknowledged for the first time. When she
discovers what he has done, she obviously feels deeply
betrayed, but she nonetheless reaches out to the abject
Sandro through her anger in a maternal gesture of
forgiveness that is motivated by an altruistic love based on a
sense of shared loss rather than self-centered desire, as they
unite in their grief over Anna.
At the conclusion of The Birds, when Melanie confronts
the birds in the attic, she functions, like the figure of Christ, as
a "scapegoat" who is atoning for all sin. The scapegoat is an
important figure for Girard, for he or she is the person upon
whom all hostility can be symbolically directed by a family or
society in a manner that bring about the quiescence of
mimetic desire and restores a sense of harmony or peace to
the social group.30 Christ, for Girard, is the paradigmatic
scapegoat, and it is fitting that Hitchcock in this scene makes
allusions to Christ in a manner that recalls the scapegoating of
the Lodger at the hands of the mob in his 1927 film. Melanie
must suffer this last extreme manifestation of mimetic desire
in the rage of the birds, for it undoes her entrapment as an
erotic object in the gaze of the camera and thereby releases her
from personifying desire within the fiction. Lydia now no
longer needs to conceive of Melanie as her opponent in a
sexualized rivalry, and in a conclusion which echoes that of
L'Avventura, she lightly embraces Melanie in a gesture of love
that Melanie acknowledges. Their relationship here is
reconstituted as a familial one. Lydia has accessed her feelings

of maternal affection, and Melanie has discovered a mother.
Even while the future is uncertain, the family group seems set
to leave the space of contagion as it moves away from the
camera and the space of Hitchcock's film itself.
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A Note on Sound
Antonioni's experimentation with the soundtrack of
L'Avventura and its thematic relationship to the figuration of a
contagious desire provided a model for Hitchcock's use of
sound and supports a distinctive interpretation of its thematic
significance. L'Avventura has a composed score, but this
musical score actually plays a sporadic role in the film. It is first
heard some 30 minutes into the film as an oboe theme that
accompanies Anna's disappearance and her friends' search.
Scored music recurs at 48 minutes to punctuate the moment
when Sandro makes his first overt move on Claudia, and it
accompanies the continuing search for Anna, as well as
Claudia's subsequent breakdown. It briefly occurs 63 minutes
into the film when Claudia and Sandro part, then for a longer
duration at 77 minutes when Claudia dresses for a dinner she
does not want to go to, and then during Giulia's seduction of the
young artist. The oboe theme returns when Claudia discovers
Sandro's betrayal at the film's conclusion. The only other music
in the film is diegetic sound in the form of a popular song on
the radio that Claudia sings along with, and the balalaika
orchestra in the film's concluding scene in the hotel.
With minimal scoring, ambient sounds take on a
distinctive function. Two kinds of sounds are particularly
salient: the sound of water and the sounds that are made by
moving vehicles. In the scenes where the women stand on the
balconies in front of the Po river, moving water is linked to the
onset of a desire that is evoked as being, like the river, an onrushing movement whose source and destination are
unknown but whose presence is all-pervasive. The water that
is framed in the background moves from somewhere offscreen left to somewhere off-screen right, but its
encompassing presence is signaled by its sound. Furthermore,
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the fact that both women turn their back on the water that
frames their action—Anna to look at Sandro, Claudia to look
up at the window where Anna and Sandro make love—in an
action that is repeated, suggests that their actions are connected
by impersonal force or agency that is embodied by the
onrushing water. The theme of water and its connection to
female desire is extended in the subsequent boat trip to the
Aeolian Islands. The omnipresence of water that surrounds the
boat, and subsequently the island which they alight upon, is
registered by the sound of its lapping and then surging
currents that take the place of any musical accompaniment. The
surging sound of the sea is particularly intense in the scenes
that occur immediately after Anna's disappearance and thereby
link the water as a metaphor of unbounded desire to death. The
sound of the sea-born wind is accentuated when a storm brews
as Sandro and Claudia search for Anna after the initial
sequence of music, and then again at night when, as they take
refuge in a fisherman's hut, Claudia dons Anna's dress; the
wind continues to blow when the couple couple meets in the
early morning on the cliff top in. the rain.
But if these sounds of nature are linked to the figuration
of a contingently feminine, incipiently deadly desire, so too
are the mechanical sounds of engines. The noise of the opentop sports-car carrying the two women into town that delivers
Anna to her lover at the film's opening and then takes the
women to the boat trip as their hair blows in the wind,
evoking the irrepressible urgency of desire. The relentless
drone of the boat engine as the holiday-makers approach the
island seems to add a further element of slow-burning
suspense to the claustrophobic scenes of sexual tension on the
boat. It is the off-screen throb of the fisherman's boat that
offers a vague promise that Anna might be still alive. Later in
the film, the sound of the train crossing the countryside in
long shot but then suddenly rushing, loudly and
threateningly, very close by, as Claudia and Sandro make love
in the open air, connects their lovemaking to the broader
pattern of desire. All these sounds are characteristically, if
amorphously, linked to the sense of sexual tension and the
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wandering or migratory desire that characterizes it, and
which is centrally connected to female sexuality.
In his conception of the sound design of Tlie Birds, Hitchcock,
I would suggest, paid close attention to Antonioni's innovative
use of sound in L'Avuentum. As Elizabeth Weis first pointed out,
Hitchcock creates a complex network of relationships between
the sound of nature (the birds), machine sounds (the sound of
the sports car, the boat engine, and the electronically produced
bird squawks), and human sounds.31 Antonioni's use of the
sports car and boat engine to signal the insistent and provocative
desire of the wandering woman seems directly transplanted to
the figuration of Melanie as she swoops down like a bird to
Bodega Bay in her open-topped sports car, and then makes her
way by boat, again skimming over the water like a bird,
accompanied by the loud putt, putt, putt of a big, black,
outboard motor. Hitchcock's complex deployment of the "bird"
analogy and the way in which he bestowed avian quality upon
Tippi Hedren both in the publicity for the film and in the film
itself link the contagious and migratory desire to nature. The fact
that this desire is expressed through man-made sounds forges a
connection between Melanie's own impulsive desire and the
relentless assault of the birds, because the sounds of the birds are
also evoked through man-made sounds. Our sense of the
gigantic massing and hence monstrosity of the birds is created
through an insistent, all pervasive, pulsating electronic "sound
curtain" in such a way that the desire that is expressively
attached to the figure of the wandering woman through the
mechanical sounds that accompany her flight over land and
water are linked, via Hitchcock's employment of electronic
sounds, to the figuration of the birds in their assault.
Anxieties of Influence
The story of The Birds and the backstory of the making of
the film converge in ways that have been speculated upon
extensively.32 In "falling in love" with Tippi Hedren/Mel anie
Daniels, if this is indeed what happened, Hitchcock himself
had succumbed to the contagion of a mimetic desire that he
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brought into being. What greater split between subject and
object could there be than Tippi Hedren and Melanie Daniels,
the wandering woman that Hitchcock imagined Tippi to be.
He created in Hedren/Daniels a character, vain and
capricious, who was defined by an external appearance and
mode of comportment he fussed over daily in his role as
director and beyond, and what could Hedren do other than to
play to the best the role that she was contracted to perform.
The more Hedren learned from Hitchcock and succumbed to
his every direction, the more she became the object of his
veneration, and he the object of her disdain. But this only
fuelled Hitchcock's martyrdom at the altar of "love." During
the shooting of Mamie on Valentine's day, Hitchcock,
according to Spoto, sent his star a "long, bizarre, and
impassioned telegram." He spoke of the legends of two
martyrs named Valentine that he identified as himself; he
wondered why as a martyr he should be singled out by the
Encyclopedia Britannica to symbolize the festival of lovers; and
"He concluded by reminding her of his martyrdom, which, he
added, caused exquisite pain for the martyr 'Alfredus.' "33
Hedren's emphatically real indifference could masquerade in
Hitchcock's imagination for the indifference of coquettish
desire, of a vanity provoked by his desire.
The artistic consequences of this contagion are visible in
Hedren's superbly refined performances in The Birds and
perhaps even more so in Mamie of a brittle, narcissistic
femininity, with a hard shell but incredibly vulnerable inside.
Its personal consequences were that Hedren was subject to the
indignity of what would today be defined as sexual
harassment in the workplace, and Hitchcock's fate was the
same as that which, according to Girard, befalls all men who
succumb to this mode of desire's contagion, for this form of
desire only ever works when kept at a distance and is only
ever skin deep:

to a secret disdain which is too intense for the lover's
desire to be able to counterbalance. Thus desire,
instead of raising the woman in her own eyes, lessens
the lover in her opinion. The lover is relegated to the
realm of the banal, the insipid, and the sordid where
dwell objects who let themselves be possessed.31
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As the mediator approaches the desiring subject,
coquetry disappears. The loved woman does not
succumb to her lover's contagion. She devotes herself
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We might also speculate that Hitchcock's imagination of
Tippi Hedren as his lover was fuelled in part by the
relationships that he observed on screen, for example,
between Antonioni and his muse, as if such a relationship
were somehow necessary to complete him as a film artist. It is
surely a fact worth noting that in the film through which
Hitchcock most desperately wanted to be acknowledged as an
artist, a creative genius and an auteur, he allowed himself to
be so profoundly influenced by another film that was deemed
to be a great work of art in the eyes of the critics whose
admiration he sought. It is also worth noting that this
profound influence occurred through a work that seems so
centrally about the nature of mimetic desire. It is but one
further step to suggest that this contagion of influence spilled
over into life, as Hitchcock not only imitated art but a certain
idea of the European auteur that he envied: one whose lovelife is entwined with his filmmaking practice.
Can a theory of influence based on mimetic desire be
derived from this analysis? Of course, a theory of influence
cannot be based on just one example, but fortunately such a
theory already exists in the writings of Harold Bloom.35 For
Bloom, all creativity is based upon agonized, conflicted
rivalry with the admired works that precede your own act of
creation. According to Bloom, great art does not shirk from an
engagement with the canon but emerges out of a creative
misinterpretation of it. Whether or not the details of Bloom's
theory are correct—can one have "misinterpretation" without
"interpretation," and so is misreading actually the key?—the
essential point Bloom shares with Girard is that creativity
emerges out of imitation and rivalry. This idea is amply born
out by Hitchcock's entire career in appropriating and
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adapting the work of others, and is fittingly manifest, most
intensely, when the very question of Hitchcock's status as a
creative artist is most at stake in the creation of The Birds.
Italian cinema, and Antonioni in particular, proved to be
an extraordinary resource to Hitchcock at a pivotal moment in
his career, allowing him to recharge his creative batteries and
recapture some of the inspiration that he found in the German
expressionism of his youth. Hitchcock's career had always
balanced the influence of Weimar cinema and its concern with
narrative ambiguity, "pure cinema," sexual transgression, and
stylization, with the moral suspense, taut narrative
construction, and the character-centered agency of
Hollywood melodrama, whether the picaresque male
adventure story or the female-centered domestic melodrama.
In Antonioni's films he perceived an intensification of his own
preoccupations in a way that, in the manner of art cinema
narration, foregrounded narrative ambiguity and stylistic
expressivity, as well as the alchemy between camera and
female performer. In The Birds, he sought to bring Antonioni's
art-house experimentation into Hollywood film by taking as
his subject the sexual agency of his female protagonist who is
"provoked" by the look of the camera, and ambiguously
linking that agency to the threat of assault, abstractly
rendered as the threat posed by nature and identified with the
gaze of the camera.
The influence of Italian art cinema, and Antonioni in
particular, is undoubtedly present in Hitchcock's films after
The Birds. Hitchcock specifically mentioned that he wanted to
shoot the opening scene of Mamie in the Italian way: "I feel
like we ought to cheat like they do in the Italian films and
have nobody around if we can. Because otherwise we don't
draw enough attention to the girl."36 And he could have found
inspiration for this in any number of scenes in L'Avventura,
such as the town that Sandro and Claudia visit that is empty
of all people, or, more specifically, the deserted train station
where Sandro says goodbye to Claudia. But Mamie bears the
influence of L'Avventura in more precise ways. L'Avventura is
in part the story of a loss or transference of identity in which

the character of Anna, whose motivation is not clearly denned
and whose sexuality is ambiguous, becomes absorbed into
that of Claudia. Claudia, at a certain point, as we have seen,
wears Anna's dress and even dyes here hair black to
correspond to Anna. Mamie too is a film that centers upon the
story of a wandering woman with a mercurial identity. In a
pivotal scene in the film, she changes her identity by washing
the black dye out of her hair and emerging as a blonde.
Furthermore, the sexual frisson between women triangulated
with a man in L'Avventura and The Birds is developed further
in Marnie in the relationship between Lil Mainwaring (Diane
Baker) and Marnie (Tippi Hedren). While Lil seems to have
designs on her brother-in-law Mark Rutland (Sean Connery)
and perceives Marnie as a rival, their rivalry also bestows on
their relationship an allegiance, and their interaction is treated
with a peculiar kind of intimacy. Finally, Marnie is a film about
a coercive male protagonist who blindly seeks the realization
of his desire irrespective of the wants of the woman he
pursues, purporting to know her wants better than she does
herself. Sandro, in L'Avventura, is less extreme in imposing his
will than Mark, and he is a weaker, more conventional
character, but he is a model for Mark in the way he insists in
his pursuit of Claudia. Perhaps there is a parallel as well in the
endings, where in Marnie, as in L'Avventura, there is a
tentative gesture toward a restoration of hope and healing at
the end of a story largely under the shadow of trauma.
Yet Marnie also illustrates a bedrock of affinity between
Antonioni and Hitchcock that goes beyond influence. I have
already noted the uncanny parallels between L'Avventura and
Psycho. There are, equally, striking affinities between Marnie
and II Deserto Rosso (Red Desert, 1964) that Ian Cameron and
Robin Wood have pointed out, even though direct influence is
clearly not possible.37 Both stories feature a deeply afflicted
woman whom a man seeks to cure by forcibly imposing
himself on her. In both, the woman's affliction affects her
capacity to see. And in both films the "illness" of the central
female character is arguably a form of resistance to the
depredations of a patriarchal social order. The rapacious male
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characters in the films, both captains of industry, are
symptomatic of the oppressive nature of this social order
rather than an antidote to it. Both films, as McElhaney notes,
offer only ambiguous cues for optimism that the protagonist
might be cured of her illness.38
Color design is an area where affinity and influence is
hard to measure. Red Desert and Mamie have stylistic
commonalities in color design. They both use a strikingly
elaborate non-naturalistic color scheme, where splashes of
primary color stand out against gray or beige backgrounds.
This color scheme is exemplified in the opening shot of both
films: Monica Vitti's character walks with her son in the
redemptive earth tones of green and brown against a desolate
gray industrial wasteland, while Mamie in Hitchcock's film
walks towards the vanishing point of a desolate gray station
marked out from the environment only by the yellow purse
she carries. Yet, while Hitchcock was clearly a sophisticated
colorist in Ms own right, Antonioni's approach to color design
is also arguably evident in Hitchcock's late films, for example
Torn Curtain and Frenzy, in the manner that gray or beige
landscapes, often framed through windows, denote an
alienated, modern urban environment: East Germany and
London, respectively.
Even as Hitchcock's encounter with Italian art cinema
promised a renewal of his career, that renewal was short lived
in spite of the moderate box office success of Mamie. At a time
of increasing uncertainty in an industry faced with declining
audiences, Hitchcock found himself constrained in the
projects he could pursue. Particularly poignant in this respect
is the unrealized project Kaleidoscope (also called frenzy],
which Hitchcock conceived as a sympathetic portrait of a
serial killer, and which he sought to develop between 1964
and 1967, first with Robert Bloch, author of the novel Psycho,
then with his erstwhile collaborator Benn Levy.39 Directly
inspired by the hand-held camera work, location shooting,
and sexual explicitness of Antonioni's Blow-Up, he proposed
to shoot the film entirely from the point of view of the killer
himself, utilizing extensive hand-held camera work and

location shooting on the streets of London. Some of the
inspiration for this film arguably made its way into the film he
made as Frenzy in 1972, where location shooting on the streets
of London plays a significant role, but stylistically the
completed Frenzy lacks the innovation of the unrealized
project. A decade that seemed to promise innovation and
experimentation under the influence of Italian art cinema
ended with Torn Curtain and Topaz (1969), which in spite of
bravura sequences of "pure cinema" repeated the well-trod
ground of the cold-war spy thriller. His final work, Family Plot
(1976), while in some respects a return to form, is also a return
to earlier traditions of the comedy thriller that owes little to
his encounter with art cinema. This is why it is tempting to see
The Birds, which was originally planned to be shot after
Mamie, less as a new beginning than as a culmination of his
work. It is at once a return to origins that synthesizes art
cinema and genre cinema in a manner that is comparable to
the way in which he had earlier embraced expressionism, and
a concluding work that constitutes, in its art cinema
abstraction, the final summation of Hitchcock's way of
thinking in cinema.
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